<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Mon</th>
<th>Tue</th>
<th>Wed</th>
<th>Thu</th>
<th>Fri</th>
<th>Sat</th>
<th>Sun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 08:00 | Lecture, Wks S2W12-S2W13, 09-Apr-18 - 16-Apr-18  
        CANV 2702  
        FHE DCFA A  
        Lecture Room I  
        CONSTANCE.Z (Mr) | Lecture, Wks S2W12-S2W13, 10-Apr-18 - 17-Apr-18  
        DANC 3012  
        FHE DCFA A  
        Lecture Room I  
        JOHNSON,C (Ms) | Lecture, Wks S2W12-S2W13, 11-Apr-18 - 18-Apr-18  
        CANV 2012  
        FHE DCFA A  
        Lecture Room I | Lecture, Wks S2W12-S2W13, 12-Apr-18 - 19-Apr-18  
        THEA 2207  
        FHE DCFA A  
        Lecture Room I  
        Mc WILLIAMS,L (Mr) | Lecture, Wks S2W12-S2W13, 13-Apr-18 - 20-Apr-18  
        THEA 1216  
        FHE DCFA A  
        Lecture Room I  
        Mc WILLIAMS,L (Mr) | Postgraduate, Wks S2W12-S2W13, 15-Apr-18 - 22-Apr-18  
        CDEN 6004  
        FHE DCFA A  
        Lecture Room I |
| 09:00 | Lecture, Wks S2W12-S2W13, 09-Apr-18 - 16-Apr-18  
        CANV 2702  
        FHE DCFA A  
        Lecture Room I | Lecture, Wks S2W12-S2W13, 10-Apr-18 - 17-Apr-18  
        DANC 3012  
        FHE DCFA A  
        Lecture Room I | Lecture, Wks S2W12-S2W13, 11-Apr-18 - 18-Apr-18  
        CANV 2012  
        FHE DCFA A  
        Lecture Room I | Lecture, Wks S2W12-S2W13, 12-Apr-18 - 19-Apr-18  
        THEA 2207  
        FHE DCFA A  
        Lecture Room I  
        Mc WILLIAMS,L (Mr) | Lecture, Wks S2W12-S2W13, 13-Apr-18 - 20-Apr-18  
        THEA 1216  
        FHE DCFA A  
        Lecture Room I  
        Mc WILLIAMS,L (Mr) | Postgraduate, Wks S2W12-S2W13, 15-Apr-18 - 22-Apr-18  
        CDEN 6004  
        FHE DCFA A  
        Lecture Room I |
| 10:00 | Lecture, Wks S2W12-S2W13, 09-Apr-18 - 16-Apr-18  
        CANV 2702  
        FHE DCFA A  
        Lecture Room I | Lecture, Wks S2W12-S2W13, 10-Apr-18 - 17-Apr-18  
        DANC 3012  
        FHE DCFA A  
        Lecture Room I | Lecture, Wks S2W12-S2W13, 11-Apr-18 - 18-Apr-18  
        CANV 2012  
        FHE DCFA A  
        Lecture Room I | Lecture, Wks S2W12-S2W13, 12-Apr-18 - 19-Apr-18  
        THEA 2207  
        FHE DCFA A  
        Lecture Room I  
        Mc WILLIAMS,L (Mr) | Lecture, Wks S2W12-S2W13, 13-Apr-18 - 20-Apr-18  
        THEA 1216  
        FHE DCFA A  
        Lecture Room I  
        Mc WILLIAMS,L (Mr) | Postgraduate, Wks S2W12-S2W13, 15-Apr-18 - 22-Apr-18  
        CDEN 6004  
        FHE DCFA A  
        Lecture Room I |
| 11:00 | Lecture, Wks S2W12-S2W13, 09-Apr-18 - 16-Apr-18  
        CANV 2702  
        FHE DCFA A  
        Lecture Room I | Lecture, Wks S2W12-S2W13, 10-Apr-18 - 17-Apr-18  
        DANC 3012  
        FHE DCFA A  
        Lecture Room I | Lecture, Wks S2W12-S2W13, 11-Apr-18 - 18-Apr-18  
        CANV 2012  
        FHE DCFA A  
        Lecture Room I | Lecture, Wks S2W12-S2W13, 12-Apr-18 - 19-Apr-18  
        THEA 2207  
        FHE DCFA A  
        Lecture Room I  
        Mc WILLIAMS,L (Mr) | Lecture, Wks S2W12-S2W13, 13-Apr-18 - 20-Apr-18  
        THEA 1216  
        FHE DCFA A  
        Lecture Room I  
        Mc WILLIAMS,L (Mr) | Postgraduate, Wks S2W12-S2W13, 15-Apr-18 - 22-Apr-18  
        CDEN 6004  
        FHE DCFA A  
        Lecture Room I |
| 12:00 |                |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |
| 01:00 |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |
| 02:00 |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |
| 03:00 |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |
| 04:00 |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |
| 05:00 |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |
| 06:00 |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |
| 07:00 |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |
| 08:00 |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |
| 09:00 |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |
| 10:00 |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |                  |